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Introduction

Introduction

Time to Talk Vocabulary Builder is a five-level, ten-book series designed to assist 

students in their English vocabulary studies as they progress from the foundational 

level through to the upper intermediate level. The words and activities featured in 

the series become progressively more challenging to meet the needs of students 

at different stages of their English language development.

Vocabulary 

The words featured in Time to Talk Vocabulary Builder are high-frequency words 

encountered in both spoken and written English. Students will find the words 

invaluable in their study of English. Twenty words are introduced in every unit. In 

one book, students will learn 400 new words. That is a total of 4,000 new words 

over the whole series. Each word is introduced with a definition and example 

sentence, allowing students to see words in context from the outset. Pictures 

accompanying the definitions provide clues to assist students in visualising the 

words and forming related associations—an important part of memory and recall. 

Activities

The activities in each unit provide students with extensive exposure to the target 

words of that unit. Activities are designed to give students the opportunity to think 

about the meaning and usage of the vocabulary, and the relationship between 

the target words and other words. Each unit contains one or two short dialogues 

which include some of the target vocabulary in a new context, followed by 

comprehension questions. A review section provides an opportunity for students 

to test their understanding and recall of the words.



How to Use

Words to Learn
-  Students are encouraged to write each word in their 

native language, creating a personal dictionary for  
future reference. Students should study the pictures and 
see how they relate to the example sentences. Focusing 
on the images will enable students to create their own 
mental image for each word, which will assist with the 
retention of the word and its meaning.

-  Students can make flashcards with the target word on one 
side and the definition and example sentence on the other.  
Alternatively, students can write the target words on one 
side and a translation of the word on the back.
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Words to LearnWords to Learn

Learn the words. Write each word in your language.

act  
v. to perform in a play or film
 The children are acting at school.

bedroom 
n. a room for sleeping in
 My bedroom is big. 

bicycle  
n.  a vehicle with two wheels and a seat that you move by using 

pedals 
  Jack rides his bicycle every day.

bread  
n. a type of baked food made of flour
 There are many kinds of bread.

castle   
n. a large, strong building built to protect the people inside
 The castle is taller than the trees.

church  
n. a building where Christians go to worship
 There is no one in the church now.

click  
v. to make a short sharp sound; to press on something quickly
 Click the mouse with your left finger.

count  
v. to say the total number of things in a group; to say numbers in order
 Can you count the number of shoes?

deep  
adj. a long way from the top
 He is deep in the sea.

egg  
n.  an oval object usually covered with a shell, made by a bird,  

reptile, etc.
 There are two eggs.
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expect   
v.  to think something is likely to happen
 Lily expects to find a doll inside the box.

field                
n.  an area of land used for growing crops or keeping animals
 The horses are in a big field.

jewel      
n. a precious stone
 Look at my big green jewel.

lady         
n. a woman 
  The ladies drink tea. 

nature     
n.  the physical world; all the plants, animals and things that are not 

made by humans
 Nature is beautiful!

possible           
adj. able to happen or be done
  It’s possible to get to the top of the mountain.

set  
n. a group of things that belong together 
 The boy is playing with a set of blocks.

tooth        
n.  one of the hard white objects in the mouth that are used for biting  

and chewing
 Gina lost a tooth.

trousers             
n.  a piece of clothing that covers the lower part of the body from the 

waist to the feet, with separate parts for each leg
 Both men and women wear trousers.

work           
n.  an activity that a person does for money
 Laura is always busy at work.
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Practice
-  Students test their understanding and ability to use the 

new words through six practice activities. These activities 
test recognition of the words and their related images, 
usage of the words in context and understanding of the 
meaning of words. 

-  For additional practice, students can prepare their own 
example sentences for each word.

Practice

Unit 1

1.   We play football in a  near our school.
2.  I love – the trees, the flowers, the animals, everything!
3.  It is not  for a cat to fly.
4.  I start  at 8:30 every morning.
5.   on the file name to open it.
6.  In the past, all kings lived in .
7.   For my birthday, my mum gave me a  of books by my favourite 

writer.
8.  My school does not let girls wear , but I think that is strange.

A. Write the words below the correct pictures.

1.  a grown-up girl         egg / lady
2.  having a great distance between the top and the bottom deep / possible
3.  to say how many things are in a group   click / count 
4.  one of the hard white things in the mouth    nature / tooth
5.  to do a part in a play or film      act / work  
6.  to think something is likely to happen     expect / castle

B. Circle the correct word for each meaning.

C. Complete the sentences with the correct word from the box.

1. _____________

4. _____________

2. _____________

5. _____________

3. _____________

6. _____________

egg           church           jewel           bicycle           bedroom           bread

castles      field      set      trousers      nature      click      possible      work

D. Write the correct letter for each part of the picture.

1.  They are acting     a.  to church.

2.  The ladies are eating     b.  in a film.

3.  The man gave the lady    c.  in his bedroom.

4.  She is riding her bicycle    d.  some bread.

5.  He is playing with a train set   e.  a big jewel.

E. Match the parts to make correct sentences. Each part can be used only once.

F. Count the dots to make different sentences. Say your sentences.

a. beautiful nature               b. a lady’s bedroom               c. wearing trousers
d. clicking the mouse               e. a white castle

Add -s to make plural 

bedroom bedrooms

bicycle bicycles

castle castles

egg eggs

field fields

jewel jewels

set sets

Add -es to make plural 

church churches

Change -y to -i and add -es to make 
plural

lady ladies

Use the irregular form to make plural

tooth teeth

1. ___

5. ___

4. ___3. ___

There are three bedrooms. There are two bicycles. 

2. ___
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Read & Review
-  The Read section contains some of the words in a 

passage. Students see the words in a new context 
and test their recall of the meanings. Reading 
comprehension questions allow students to think 
carefully about what they have read.  

-  Review provides a global review of the contents of 
the unit. Students can work alone to test themselves, 
or work with a partner to make this into a more 
collaborative review activity. 

Read Review

Unit 1

1.  Do you think a green cat can exist in (nature / work)? 

2.  Why don’t we ride our (bicycles / jewels) to the castle?

3.  Has she (expected / acted) in any films?  

4.  Would you like to come with me to feed (bedroom / bread) to the ducks? 

5.  Where is the new toy (tooth / set)? 

6.  Does Cindy live near the (egg / church)? 

 a. It’s in Luke’s bedroom.

 b. OK, but let me put on trousers first.

 c. Yes, she played a lady in a love story.

 d. No, she lives near the big field with the apple trees.

 e. I don’t think it’s a good idea. That’s not what they eat in nature. 

 f. No, I don’t think that’s possible.
1.  I didn’t  so beautiful here.

2. Do you think  across?

3. Don’t forget to  after. 

B. Find each sentence above. Write the missing words.

1.  In conversation 1, what do Kyle and Rita NOT see?
 a. Many ducks  b. A lady
 c. A lake  d. A field

2. In conversation 2, what will Dave do at three o’clock?
 a. Ride his bicycle  b. Brush his teeth
 c. Eat eggs and bread d. Play football

3.  Which is in Dave’s bedroom?
 a. His bag  b. His bicycle
 c. His football boots  d. His bread

A. Choose the best answers.

Kyle:  Thanks for coming for a walk. I love nature. 
Rita:   Of course. I didn’t expect it to be so beautiful 

here. Look at that field!  
Kyle:   The lake is beautiful too. And there are so many 

ducks. I can’t even count them all. 
Rita:  It’s a big lake. And it looks deep. Do you think it’s possible to swim     
              across?  
Kyle:  I’m not sure.  

Dave:  Can I have some bread with my eggs? 
Mum:  Here you go. Don’t forget to brush your teeth after.  
Dave:  OK. What time is football today? 
Mum:  Training is at three. You’ll need to ride your  
               bicycle. 
Dave:  Where’s my kit? 
Mum:   I put it in your bag in your bedroom. And there are clean trousers on your 

bed. Please put them away when you get back.

A. Circle the correct words.

B. Match the questions above with the answers below. Number the boxes.
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Words to LearnWords to Learn

Learn the words. Write each word in your language.

act  
v. to perform in a play or film
 The children are acting at school.

bedroom 
n. a room for sleeping in
 My bedroom is big. 

bicycle  
n.  a vehicle with two wheels and a seat that you move by using 

pedals 
  Jack rides his bicycle every day.

bread  
n. a type of baked food made of flour
 There are many kinds of bread.

castle   
n. a large, strong building built to protect the people inside
 The castle is taller than the trees.

church  
n. a building where Christians go to worship
 There is no one in the church now.

click  
v. to make a short sharp sound; to press on something quickly
 Click the mouse with your left finger.

count  
v. to say the total number of things in a group; to say numbers in order
 Can you count the number of shoes?

deep  
adj. a long way from the top
 He is deep in the sea.

egg  
n.  an oval object usually covered with a shell, made by a bird,  

reptile, etc.
 There are two eggs.
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expect   
v.  to think something is likely to happen
 Lily expects to find a doll inside the box.

field                
n.  an area of land used for growing crops or keeping animals
 The horses are in a big field.

jewel      
n. a precious stone
 Look at my big green jewel.

lady         
n. a woman 
  The ladies drink tea. 

nature     
n.  the physical world; all the plants, animals and things that are not 

made by humans
 Nature is beautiful!

possible           
adj. able to happen or be done
  It’s possible to get to the top of the mountain.

set  
n. a group of things that belong together 
 The boy is playing with a set of blocks.

tooth        
n.  one of the hard white objects in the mouth that are used for biting  

and chewing
 Gina lost a tooth.

trousers             
n.  a piece of clothing that covers the lower part of the body from the 

waist to the feet, with separate parts for each leg
 Both men and women wear trousers.

work           
n.  an activity that a person does for money
 Laura is always busy at work.
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Practice

1.  a grown-up girl         egg / lady
2.  having a great distance between the top and the bottom deep / possible
3.  to say how many things are in a group   click / count 
4.  one of the hard white things in the mouth    nature / tooth
5.  to do a part in a play or film      act / work  
6.  to think something is likely to happen     expect / castle

B. Circle the correct word for each meaning.

A. Write the words below the correct pictures.

1. _____________

4. _____________

2. _____________

5. _____________

3. _____________

6. _____________

egg           church           jewel           bicycle           bedroom           bread

1.   We play football in a  near our school.
2.  I love – the trees, the flowers, the animals, everything!
3.  It is not  for a cat to fly.
4.  I start  at 8:30 every morning.
5.   on the file name to open it.
6.  In the past, all kings lived in .
7.   For my birthday, my mum gave me a  of books by my favourite 

writer.
8.  My school does not let girls wear , but I think that is strange.

C. Complete the sentences below with words from the box.

castles      field      set      trousers      nature      click      possible      work
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Unit 1

1.  They are acting     a.  to church.

2.  The ladies are eating     b.  in a film.

3.  The man gave the lady    c.  in his bedroom.

4.  She is riding her bicycle    d.  some bread.

5.  He is playing with a train set   e.  a big jewel.

E. Match the parts to make correct sentences. Each part can be used only once.

F. Count the dots to make different sentences. Say your sentences.

Add -s to make plural 

bedroom bedrooms

bicycle bicycles

castle castles

egg eggs

field fields

jewel jewels

set sets

Add -es to make plural 

church churches

Change -y to -i and add -es to make 
plural

lady ladies

Use the irregular form to make plural

tooth teeth

There are three bedrooms. There are two bicycles. 

D. Write the correct letter for each part of the picture.

a. beautiful nature               b. a lady’s bedroom               c. wearing trousers
d. clicking the mouse               e. a white castle

1. ___

5. ___

4. ___3. ___

2. ___
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Read
Conversation 1

1.  I didn’t  so beautiful here.

2. Do you think  across?

3. Don’t forget to  after. 

B. Find each sentence above. Write the missing words.

1.  In conversation 1, what do Kyle and Rita NOT see?
 a. Many ducks  b. A lady
 c. A lake  d. A field

2. In conversation 2, what will Dave do at three o’clock?
 a. Ride his bicycle  b. Brush his teeth
 c. Eat eggs and bread d. Play football

3.  Which is in Dave’s bedroom?
 a. His bag  b. His bicycle
 c. His football boots  d. His bread

A. Choose the best answers.

Kyle:  Thanks for coming for a walk. I love nature. 
Rita:   Of course. I didn’t expect it to be so beautiful 

here. Look at that field!  
Kyle:   The lake is beautiful too. And there are so many 

ducks. I can’t even count them all. 
Rita:  It’s a big lake. And it looks deep. Do you think it’s possible to swim     
              across?  
Kyle:  I’m not sure.  

Conversation 2

Dave:  Can I have some bread with my eggs? 
Mum:  Here you go. Don’t forget to brush your teeth after.  
Dave:  OK. What time is football today? 
Mum:  Training is at three. You’ll need to ride your  
               bicycle. 
Dave:  Where’s my kit? 
Mum:   I put it in your bag in your bedroom. And there are clean trousers on your 

bed. Please put them away when you get back.
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Review

Unit 1

1.  Do you think a green cat can exist in (nature / work)? 

2.  Why don’t we ride our (bicycles / jewels) to the castle?

3.  Has she (expected / acted) in any films?  

4.  Would you like to come with me to feed (bedroom / bread) to the ducks? 

5.  Where is the new toy (tooth / set)? 

6.  Does Cindy live near the (egg / church)? 

 a. It’s in Luke’s bedroom.

 b. OK, but let me put on trousers first.

 c. Yes, she played a lady in a love story.

 d. No, she lives near the big field with the apple trees.

 e. I don’t think it’s a good idea. That’s not what they eat in nature. 

 f. No, I don’t think that’s possible.

A. Circle the correct words.

B. Match the questions above with the answers below. Number the boxes.
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